
 
 
 

Color Approval Process 
Valid from Jan 2020 

 
 
Our color checking procedures have been adopted according to recommendation of 
GretagMacbeth/X-Rite ® http://www.xrite.cn/  as reference of Color Solutions, a group 
who owns world-renowned brands such as Munsell®, Pantone® and X-Rite® 
(DataColor) to ensure a color acuity level compatible with all industries including 
Automotive, Furniture Upholstery and Textile industry standards. Although furniture is 
our market, we believe many Automotive industry procedures should be adopted as 
benchmark as they are created by multitask high profile professionals to globally ensure 
a high level of standardization in the materials. 
 

1- Color matching personnel: 
  

Every professional that evaluates color matching process including technicians 
and inspectors must be submitted every 6 months to Munsell test. This test is 
essential to monitoring staff performance and accuracy that varies over time. 
As people get older many need to wear glasses and their color acuity decreases. 
Some individuals also have (or develop) certain difficulties with some color 
ranges and not with others, so we believe to be essential to find and supervise in 
each team the people that have the best color acuity. 
http://munsell.com/color-products/color-vision-tests/. 
 

2- Equipment and facilities: 
a) LIGHT BOX (SPECTRALIGHT®): For visual evaluation, the light box used is 

produced by brand GretagMacbeth®. 
 
- The lights have time of usage measured electronically and they are 

discarded every time they reach the limit of hours used as recommended 
from GretagMacbeth® standards regardless if light seems to be still 
working perfectly. 
 



 
 
 

- The room in which the 2 Macbeth light boxes are placed is of small size 
(approx. 3,40 m x 3,40m) as recommended by manufacturer. 

- The luminaire should be installed at least 60cm (2 ft) away from the 
any wall in order to minimize problems of uniformity of the 
level of light. To avoid erroneous judgments of color, the screen on the 
sample is placed and the area around this bulkhead should be 
a neutral color and have a low brightness. It is typically recommended that 
used the color MUNSELL N / 7 (see image below) 

- This room has no windows or other light sources. 
- The table is positioned at an angle of 30° degrees. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
b) DATACOLOR XRITE®: The equipment used is produced by the company 

GretagMacbeth® as XRite® Ci line family and calibrated every 4 hours 
internal and each 18 months by GretagMacbeth®. 
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c) PORTABLE SCANNER XRITE®: For double tone and effect colors we use 
X-Rite® portable scanner, each hide is measured in 8 points. 

 
 
 

3- Handling and Selecting Masters / Procedure: 

a) When masters are received (or chosen) the color is immediately measured in 
Datacolor and master labeled with data saved; 

b) Masters are then cut in 2 pieces, keeping one master filed inside dark paper 
envelop to prevent light exposure 
The other part of the master is used for production handling; 

c) Consider that PU/PVC also have color variations from lot to lot. 
d) All masters are calibrated each new order from the customer, comparing with 

the standard registered in Datacolor Xrite (original reading when master was 
received) and the half piece filed. 

e) Masters must be renewed when the sample have ∆ 0,5 up from the original 
Datacolor Xrite register. 

f) In this case we recommend adopting a new master.  
 

4- Color Evaluation. 
 
a) When the color from production is matched and/or inspected we use both the 

Datacolor system comparing with original reading and the visual evaluation 
made in the light box 

b) Every time that the color is checked the filed master is compared in Datacolor 
with its first reading taken on arrival, in order to assess the level of color 
deviation (mainly yellowing) that this master had since its arrival 

c) Every lot must be visually approved by a professional that has been passing 
the Munsell test, and also be approved within ∆ 0,5  degrees from original 



master reading in Datacolor. The visual inspection is more decisive than the 
Datacolor. 

d) The samples are placed flat in this table as recommended by 
GretagMacbeth®. 

e) This process is followed for every batch of production. 
f) At every event of color divergence noticed during inspection in the production 

floor, the process must be checked, and final decision must come from 
evaluation in light box and digital means of checking. 

  
a)  We can exchange digital readings of each color / each lot with for pre-

approval of shipments. 
 
c) We recommend a measurement is taken for the metameric difference between the 
leather and the PVC before adopting every new master. 
Once we receive customer’s new masters, we will inform you the metameric difference 
between Leather and PVC masters. 
 
We would like to emphasize that we understand that personal visual evaluation is the 
most important.  
 
Still, the electronic measurements are essential to provide guidance and help in 
conflicting opinions, as well as to have a digital history preserved from yellowing which 
is a real challenge in light colors. 
 
In order to harmonize processes, we strongly suggest eliminating some common 
practices that contribute to creating a big level of disagreement between companies, so 
here are 2 suggestions: 

1- Avoid the habit of analyzing color variation in industrial floor, office lights with lots 
of different light sources disturbing the view, and with hides folded in the middle. 
We recommend instead to use light box and use of electronic Datacolor 
comparisons with the cut of small pieces of several hides / lots to confirm visual 
impressions of production floor.  

 
 

2- In case you use PVC match, the most important suggestion is to choose the right 
master. We suggest that you send for each color both PVC and Leather in the 
match that you understand as ideal, and that shows the least degree of 
metamerism between the 2 samples. 
Then when we receive, we measure the color variation and sign master and data 
report, to be used until this master shows acceptable consistency with original 
readings. 

 
 
 


